SUMMARY OF RECENT ACTION

The Aviation Accreditation Board International (AABI) is required to inform the public about its accreditation decisions. One of the ways AABI does this is to provide the public with information about the accreditation decision process, the nature and scope of AABI accreditation activity and the importance and value of accreditation. AABI also provides the public with detailed descriptions of its accreditation policies and procedures by publishing its Accreditation Criteria Manual (Form 201) and Policies & Procedures Manual (Form 225), along with all the AABI forms, on its website: http://www.aabi.aero/forms.html (Paragraph 12[B] [5], 2010 CHEA Recognition Policy and Procedures).

Interim Report:
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (Daytona Beach)
The Board action was to accept the institution’s response, with no further reports required. The recommendations pertained to the actual use of the assessment plan, with completed TaskStream assessments.